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  Build something from the year you�
were born, sponsored by Andy Miday.  If�
anyone has a Wright Flyer kit for sale, please�
call Ed Kinney.�

  American made planes, tanks, etc, in�
foreign colors and/or cars of the 1960’s,�
sponsored by Larry Davis�

  Build your specialty, but include�
at least two scratchbuilt items, sponsored by�
Amers Hobby Shop.�

 Build what you don’t�
normally build, sponsored by Ed Kinney.�

 National Guard/Reserves,�
sponsored by Ralph Nollan.�

As mentioned above, the possibility of a Fame Cities group build was�
brought up at the January meeting.  Just what is this?�

IPMS USA has established a Group Build category for the Nationals.�
Details of this category are found in the latest Journal, which you should�
have received by now.  The procedure would be that the club would�
decide on a single kit to be built by everyone participating in the project.�
You would purchase the kit yourself.  A completion date would be�
selected.  If you finish by the completion date, the club will reimburse�
you for the cost of the kit.  The finished kits would be taken to the�
Nationals and entered in the Group Build category (which kind of�
establishes the completion date).  More on this at the February meeting.�

See Page 3�

The new year started out well for Fame Cities, with an amply attended�
meeting on January 18 that featured a lot of very nice models on the tables.�
Our new executive team hit the ground running, with some good ideas to�
add extra interest to the meetings.  These included moving the model�
display tables to the center of the room, making it easier for everyone to�
see during show and tell.  President Al Imler also has suggested that we�
encourage the members to bring in�
works in progress, with the idea of�
allowing other members to get a�
peek at in progress building�
techniques rather than just the�
finished product.  We will be�
supporting this in the newsletter by�
posting the in progress builds in their�
own section separate from coverage�
of completed models.  The possibility�
of a club group build, wherein anyone interested would build the same kit,�
with the cost of the kit being covered by the club (provided you finish it on�
time), was also discussed.  This fits into the new IPMS contest categories for�
group builds.  The upcoming contest season was discussed, and everyone�
encouraged to attend contests if at all possible.  I have received a complete�
list of contests from our Regional Coordinator, and it will be found�
elsewhere in this newsletter.  I am pleased to announce that this edition of�
Scale Scribblings marks the debut of a series by Bill Weckel on model�
related websites, with links.  Thanks to Bill for putting this together.  Also in�
this newsletter you will find the return of Model of the Month, featuring Ed�
Kinney’s 1/32 scale Trumpeter A-7E.  Not being a big Corsair II fan, I was�
on the fence about buying this kit, but Ed’s build may just push me into it.�
See for yourself.  You will also find a listing of the club contests scheduled�
for this year, so you can begin planning your builds. The next issue of the�
newsletter will feature another in depth kit review by Joe Staudt.   All in all,�
a great start to 2006, and it’s looking like another good year for Fame�
Cities.�
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Al Imler’s 1/32 BF-109�

Al also brought this small scale Abrams�

Rick Slagle’s LAV-25�

A 1/32 A-7E by Ed Kinney - see�
the Model of the Month feature on�
the next page.�

It was a good month for Corsairs.�
Mike Meredith brought this 1/48�
Hasegawa A-7E.�

Larry Davis’s ‘39 Ford - when he�
starts to build aircraft again, look�
out!�

An Otaki BF-109 by Ralph Nollan�

Andy Miday goes from big to small�
with this 1/72 Tamiya Thunderbolt� C’mon, you know this is Jamie’s.�

A Kenworth W900L�

Hasegawa 1/48 F6F-3 by Bob Ulrich�

Gary Wolfe’s USS Enterprise, with�
some of the detail parts he�
intends to use.  This should be�
impressive when it’s finished.�
Other works in progress were�
displayed by Ron Von Kaenal and�
Paul Kittle, but I was too slow with�
the camera to get them before�
they packed up - my apologies,�
guys.�
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Built for an on-line review (see the IPMS/USA website)�
Ed’s A-7E was the star of the show at January’s�
meeting.  Ed enhanced an already pretty good�
Trumpeter kit with scratchbuilt detail in the cockpit�
and avionics bays, scratchbuilt intake and exhaust�
covers, some partially homemade decals, and a very�
nicely done display base.  Trumpeter seems to be�
improving their kits with each release, and this model�
certainly shows it.�

Ed just can’t resist those folded wings ......�
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by Bill Weckel, IPMS 43974�

The Czech Republic is not only home to some of the world’s best kit makers, Eduard for example, it’s also home to some�
of the world’s finest modelers.  The level of craftsmanship and artistry seen coming out this former Soviet satellite is�
nothing short of amazing.  Don’t take my word for it, look for yourself.  Don’t be intimidated by the foreign language of�
these sites - the word “gallery” is pretty much universal, and, that’s really what we’re after anyway.  Oh, and if you really�
want to have fun, Google “Czech Model”.  Just tell your wife it was an innocent mistake.  She won’t believe you, but, it�
really�  worth a night in the dog house.�

ModelPlac - Kralovstvi Plastikovych Modelu�

http://www.modelplac.wz.cz�

IPMS Czech Republic National Convention�

http://www.eday.cz�

KPM Frydek - Mistek�

http://www.kpmfm.wz.cz�

Klub Plastickovych Modelerov Bratislava�

Eduard has announced the following new aircraft kits in 1/48 scale:�

SPAD 13, Caproni CA3, Fokker Eindecker E-III, Polikarpov I-16 series, Avia B-534, Focke Wulf Fw-190A series,�
Messerchmitt Bf-110 C, D, E, and F (including numerous sub-variants).  The Fw-190’s and Bf-110’s will feature highly�
detailed gun bays that can be displayed in the open position, as well as fully detailed interiors.�

The first variant of the I-16 is scheduled for release this April, and Eduard is planning for  the release of the first Fw-190,�
an A-8 variant, to coincide�with the IPMS USA Nationals in Kansas City this summer.  All of these kits will be in the new�
“orange box” style, which features color photo-etch and painting masks.  As with their recent Fokker D.VII, Eduard is�
continuing it’s policy of making their kits easy to build by not using common fuselage and wing sub assemblies as a�
foundation for multiple variants of an aircraft, in the style that other companies (Hasegawa and Tamiya for example)�
have adopted.�

More information, and pictures of several of the prototypes can be found online at www.eduard.cz�

Bill Weckel�

IPMS 43974�
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BlizzardCon 2006 Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS�
Eddie Rickenbacker (Columbus, OH)�

Contact Greg Harting at IPMSColumbus@wowway.com�

22nd Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Mid-�
Michigan Model Makers�

Contact Kevin Woods at Michael P Wood at�
p51wood@tm.net�

13th Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Roscoe Turner�
(IN)�

Contact Kevin Burns at kjb599@yahoo.com�

Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Three Rivers (PA)�

Contact Bill Dedig at wedjr@aol.com�

SEMMEX 5 Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Warren�
and IPMS Livonia (MI)�

Contact Jim Ashford at jimandkatie@ameritech.net�

Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Chuck Yeager (WV)�

Contact Don Ference at dference@localnet.com�

BuffCon 23 hosted by IPMS Niagara Frontier (NY)�

Contact Tony Gliszcznyski at gbandit12@adelphia.net�

Annual Invitational hosted by IPMS Duneland (IN)�

Contact Ron Fraser at rsf2020@comcast.com�

 hosted by IPMS Toledo Scale Modelers�
and IPMS Fremont (OH)�

Contact Mark McGovern at toledoplasticmodelers@toast.net�


